It is pointless to dwell on
what you have not become.

Do not look back.

Who drinks it | Women and men who dare to make a toast
to their bastards instead of feeling sorry for themselves.
Hour | Right after a blow from the bastard, to solve things
immediately.
Flavor | Sweet, of victory.
Goes well with... A good dose of laughter and friends.
Cheers! The future is the place where you will be for the rest of
your life. It is pointless to dwell on what you have not become.
Do not look back. Turn the page. Write your own history. Stepby-step, day-by-day, celebrate each and every moment. Today
and tomorrow. Open a bottle, pour a glass and slowly savour
the will to keep going. What you feel demands that moment.
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WINE WITH SPIRIT, S.A.
Classification | Tejo Regional Wine
Type | red wine
Grape varieties | 100% Vinhas Velhas (Old Vines)
Soil | Schistose
Winemaking | Made from Trincadeira, Touriga Nacional, Touriga Franca, from vines over 70
years old. Separate harvest of each variety, destemming, crushing, alcoholic fermentation
in stainless steel vats and small marble presses at controlled temperatures, pressing,
followed by malolactic fermentation in stainless steel vats.
Aging | Aging was carried out for 12 months in French oak barrels, during which only
one racking took place immediately after malolactic, the final batch was constituted. After
bottling, there was at least another 8 months of aging in bottle.
Color | Intense ruby
Bouquet | In the nose it reveals a huge elegance which comes from the union between the
ripe fruit and the exceptional wood
Taste | In the mouth, it has a smooth and deep attack, involving it with all its oily and
harmonious presence, presenting a persistent finish and a high retro nose
Aftertaste | Robust but smooth tannins and red fruits with great balance and complexity
are felt
Food Pairing | Perfect for celebrating life. This wine goes well with game, red meat,
well-seasoned roasts
Alcohol Content

Total Acidity

Total Sugars

pH

13,5%

5,18g/l

0,7g/l

3,5

BOTTLE CAPACITY

BOTTLE

BOX OF 6 BOTTLES

750 ml

5600228155381

15600228155388

LOGISTICAL INFO
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